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Finish Options 

Timber Frame Pergola 
 
We offer a choice of unfinished, clear coat preservative or primer finish if your plans call for painting the 
pergola.  For all color stain and paint options, we recommend you finalize your choice and apply the 
stain or paint after delivery.  We will include extra pieces of your wood type in the kit that you can use 
to test your choice of stain or paint to ensure you are happy with your choice. 
 
In addition to the clear coat and primer, we offer a limited set of stain options that we will apply prior to 
delivery.  After your purchase we will send samples on your selected wood type.  If none of the samples 
work, or you find another stain or paint that you prefer, we will be happy to change your order and will 
deliver your pergola unfinished, with a clear coat preservative or primer finish. 
 
Standard Finish Choices 
- Unfinished – no finish applied. 
- Clear Coat Preservative - Benjamin Moore Clear Coat (0636) 
- Primer - Benjamin Moore ARBORCOAT Exterior Oil Primer (0366) 
 
Unfinished 
No finish will be applied, and you can add your preferred finish after installation is complete. 
 
Clear Coat Preservative 
Benjamin Moore Clear Coat (0636) 

 
ARBORCOAT® Waterborne Stains ARBORCOAT’S advanced waterborne technology 
has been engineered for superior durability and protection when compared to 
leading brands on the market today. Third-party testing results have demonstrated 
ARBORCOAT’S resilience to cracking, peeling and fading when applied to pressure-
treated southern yellow pine.  
 
This performance is achieved through ARBORCOAT’S unique waterborne 
formulation. As the product dries, this distinctive formulation allows the modified 

acrylic resins to penetrate deeply into the wood’s cellular structure and form strong bonds. The result is 
excellent adhesion and durability that both beautifies and protects exterior wood surfaces, so that they 
can be enjoyed season after season. 
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Waterborne Stains - Waterborne Protective Clear Coat - 100% Acrylic Latex 
Waterborne stains clean up easily (with soap and water), dry quickly and provide excellent UV 
protection, which slows down the fading of wood’s color, known as graying. Classic oil finishes penetrate 
deep into the wood, resulting in a uniform finish that protects the wood inside and out. Oil stains are 
proven to minimize cracking and peeling and are easy to recoat. 
 
Benefits of ARBORCOAT Waterborne Stains 
• Excellent color retention, fade and mildew resistance 
• Dries in 1–3 hours 
• Easy, soap-and-water clean up 
• Solid Stain can be used on composite decks 
• Ultra Flat Solid Siding Stain reduces imperfections and flashing (Siding only) 
 
Primer 
Benjamin Moore ARBORCOAT Exterior Oil Primer (0366) 

 
ARBORCOAT classic oil finishes have been developed to protect exterior siding, 
decking, fences and outdoor furniture from the elements in a range of opacities. 
The unique alkyd formulation enhances the natural beauty of the wood by 
delivering rich color and long-lasting protection, without obscuring woodgrain or 
texture. 
 
ARBORCOAT alkyd finishes penetrate deeper into the wood, provide unmatched 
resistance to cracking and peeling, and are easier to recoat. 
 

Classic Oil Finishes – Exterior Oil Primer - Alkyd Primer 
 
Benefits of ARBORCOAT Classic Oil Finishes 
• Excellent durability: resists cracking and peeling 
• Provides a UV- and mildew-resistant coating 
• Translucent oil finishes designed to enrich hardwoods 
• Oil primer offers excellent adhesion and stain-blocking properties 
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Custom Finish Options 
 
For custom orders, in addition to the clear coat and primer, we offer a limited set of stain options that 
we will apply prior to delivery.  After your purchase we will send samples on your selected wood type for 
you to see prior to making your selection.  If none of the samples work, or you find another stain or 
paint that you prefer, we will be happy to change your order and will deliver your pergola unfinished, 
with a clear coat preservative or primer finish. 
 
Custom Finish Choices - Benjamin Moore ARBORCOAT Waterborne Stains: 
- Teak (ES-30) Translucent 
- Fresh Brew (1232) Semi-Transparent or Solid 
- Natural Cedartone (ES-45) Semi-Transparent or Solid 
- Alexandria Beige (HC-77) Semi-Transparent or Solid 
 
Teak (ES-30) Translucent 

 

Teak ES-30 allows the grain and texture of wood to show through, beautifying your deck while 
protecting it. Exclusive to ARBORCOAT® products. Available in Translucent only. 

 
Fresh Brew (1232) Semi-Transparent or Solid  

 
LRV: 7.83 INFO* 
A red undertone warms up this chocolatey brown hue, creating a dramatic, rich color that can be 
perfectly paired with creamy white trim in a living room or library. 
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*LRV, or Light Reflectance Value, is a measurement commonly used by design professionals—such as 
architects and interior designers—that expresses the percentage of light reflected from a surface. LRVs 
range from 0-100, with 100 being pure white and 0 being absolute black. 

 
Natural Cedartone (ES-45) Semi-Transparent or Solid 

 

Natural Cedartone ES-45, an exclusive color to ARBORCOAT® products, enriches wood in a subtle range 
of light, warm browns. Explore the level of natural wood grain you want to reveal with these opacity 
choices: Semi Transparent, Semi-Solid, and Solid. 

 

Alexandria Beige (HC-77) Semi-Transparent or Solid  

 
LRV: 28.06 INFO* 
This color is part of the Historic Color collection. A collection of 191 time-honored hues comprises our 
most popular palette. Steeped in tradition, the refined, elegant colors of the Historical Collection deliver 
timeless color that can be used in traditional as well as contemporary spaces. Unveiled in 1976 to 
celebrate the US bicentennial, a collection of 191 colors inspired by America's historic landmarks. 

*LRV, or Light Reflectance Value, is a measurement commonly used by design professionals—such as 
architects and interior designers—that expresses the percentage of light reflected from a surface. LRVs 
range from 0-100, with 100 being pure white and 0 being absolute black. 


